An attempt to eliminate runaway solutions in classical electrodynamics is made. It is shown that a particle undergoing acceleration under the action of a constant external force is affected by radiation reaction. Three dimensional forms of the equation of motion and its relativistic generalization are attempted in ways to preserve not only the covariance of the theory but also the Newtonian concept of force in the low velocity limit. 03.50.De 
Introduction
Recently Hammond [1] [2] [3] has suggested a new approach to the age old problem of radiation reaction in classical electrodynamics. The older theories of Lorentz-AbrahamDirac (LAD) had their infamous problems of runaway [4] . More recent theories of Ford and O'Connell [5] had their own problems especially for the case of constant acceleration as is discussed in reference [3] . In the present paper I intend to closely examine the new approach of Hammond especially in relation to the problem of charged particle under the action of a constant force like a constant electric field. The problem has been worked out by Hammond [2] for the non-relativistic case and numerical results have been given (see fig. 2 of this reference). The results seem to suggest that even in the case of nonrelativistic velocities radiation reaction effects are not unimportant for charged particle motion. We start from Eq. (86) of ref. [1] and examine some of the properties of this equation which do not exist in literature at present and then go on to obtain analytical expressions relating time and velocity of a particle like an electron acted on by a constant force. The analytical expression is highly accurate and although it is not an exact solution of Eq. (86) of ref. [1] its importance lies in simplifying the calculations of energy radiated out in relation to the kinetic and potential energy of the particle. These calculations will be relatively much more difficult if numerical methods are applied in solving the equations of motion as is done in ref. [2] . The equations of motion have also to be generalized to the case of three dimensions as well as extended to the relativistic domain. Both these problems have been addressed by Hammond but we discuss the limitations of his approach and present our own solutions.
Equation of motion of a charged particle acted on by an external force while it radiates and its solution in one dimensions
Since the present author is more familiar with the electromagnetic quantities in the MKSA (SI) system of units we write the expression for power radiated out by an accelerating point charge [6] if they are oppositely directed. Here ext F is an applied external force on the particle which may be due to an electric field or gravitational field or any other force like the restoring force of a spring and m is the mass of the particle. As one can see that these are consistent with Hammond's equation nos. (86) and (87) 
……. (4) A very important thing to note is that it is not necessary for dt dv to assume values of both the roots in Eq.(4) in order to satisfy Eq. (2) for if it takes the value of the root which has a positive sign outside the radical in Eq. (4) then dt dv will satisfy Eq. (2) automatically.
The reason why we choose this root with the + sign outside the radical is that when 0 = v the initial velocity of the charged particle that is ( ) 
Three dimensional and relativistic generalization of the equations of motion
A three dimensional generalization of equation no. (87) of ref. [1] has been attempted in Eq. (96) of the same reference which in the notation of the present paper in SI units is fig.1 with a blue line and the corresponding plot relating to the same particle neglecting radiation damping is shown using a red line. In this figure we restricted ourselves to negative values of a v very close to zero in the frame where the average velocity is zero as is clear from the subscript. As we go very far from zero the gap between the two lines seems to close on the negative side. denotes that it is calculated in a special reference frame where each of the spatial components of the four velocity has an average value zero. Thus like the rest mass this is an invariant quantity. 
